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Host family program gives international URI student baseball
students opportunities, easier transition player remembered
BY BROOKE CONSTANCE WHITE

News Reporter

As the volunteer host family
coordinator
at
the
University of Rhode Island, Joy
Curtis pairs international students with American families
so they feel welcomed and are
able to be apart of American
holidays and experiences they
might not otherwise get.
"We want these students to
feel a sense of family while
they are so far away from
home," Curtis said. "It's also
easy for international students
to only spend time with people
who speak their same language
and it's really cool for them to
be able to experience American
culture."
She said they try and
match students with families,
which have the same interests
as them or maybe have a child
that is the same age as the student.
"We encourage the host
family to invite the student
over for coffee, dinner, or to go
somewhere fun with them,"
Curtis said. "It's a really great
way for students to network
and have someone to call if
they need to help with anything or a ride somewhere."

Second year graduate stu- having someone you can rely
dent Cora Ly Maffoili was born on.
in Switzerland and grew up in
"My host family is so
Italy. She came to America nice," Maffoilli said. "Because
because she heard it was "the of them, I think all Americans
land of opportunity" and she are nice people."
Students are able .to sign
wanted to try something new.
She said, that at first she up to get a host family during
had a really hard time doing the monthly coffee hours that
her homework and conversing Curtis hosts for international
with people in English for a students at in the Multiwhile when she first started at Cultural Center.
URI. Since then, Curtis found
"We use the coffee hours as
Maffoili a host family, who live a place for the students to
meet, hang out, and have a
locally.
"Sometimes they have me study break," Curtis said.
over for dinner and we'll "From there, they can sign up
watch movies together and for a host family or find out
once we went to a show at about other events or field trips
URI," Maffoili said. "They are . that we take."
very helpful in explaining the
The coffee hours, which
language and when I don't were previously held at the
know a word, I ask them and International Center, have been
they help me."
very successful says Curtis.
Maffoili said she would
"We have had to move to
definitely recommend the pro- the MCC because we have
gram to friends because it almost 70 people who attend
helps transition international them now, compared to the 30 ·
students into American cul- we had last year," Curtis said.
Right now, she only has a
ture.
"It helps prevent culture couple stUdents who are utilizshock especially because when ing the host family program,
I first got here, I didn't know but they are hoping to have
what was going on at all," more students get involved as
the academic year goes on.
Maffoili said.
Maffoili says that it's great

BY MIKE ABELSON

Sports Staff Reporter

Joseph Paul Ciancola, 20,
of Orange, Conn., died
Thursday after collapsing on
the field during a workout.
The redshirt-freshman pitcher
had transferred to the
University of Rhode Island
last spring and was set to take
the mound this season as a
part of the Rhody baseball
team.
The son of Michele and
Joseph Paul Ciancola Jr.,
Ciancola was a two-sport star
at Amity Regional High
School. He was an all-state
selection in both baseball and
ice hockey before concentrating on pitching in college.
His long, flowing hair
and ever present smile quickly endeared him to coaches,
teammates and . fellow Rhode
Island students.
"Joe was a beloved member of our baseball team and
the URI community," URI
president David Dooley said
in a press release. "We will
miss him more than is possible to say. We send all of our
sympathy, hopes and prayers
to Joe's family."

According to senior shortstop Mike Le Bel, the team
will honor Ciancola this season by letting their hair grow
out to "Flow for Joe."
"It is a tragedy any time
you lose someone close to
you, and even more so when
it is a member of your family," Athletics Director Thorr
Bjorn said in a press release.
"Joe was and will continue to
be a part of the University of
Rhode Island Athletics family.
On behalf of our student- athletes, coaches, staff and
administrators, I want to
express our profound sadness
for Joe's passing."
Words of condolence have
been pouring in from
throughout Ciancola' s hometown and the URI baseball
community.
"To the Ciancola family,
and URI baseball community
you are in my prayers,"
recently graduated pitcher
Kyle Regnault said on a
rememberance
page
on
gorhody.com. "Joey was a
great person and a great
teammate. He will be missed
by all.""He was a great kid
Continued on page 3

Butterfield Dining hall hosts Halloween dinner, activities
BY CARISSA JOHNSON

Assistant Photo Editor

The University of Rhode
Island's Butterfield Dining
hall used the alien theme for
its annual Halloween dinner,
filling the room with galactic
decorations and a creative
menu.
When asked about choosing the theme for this year,
Dining Services Manager
Patricia
Leporacci-Marino
said, "last year after pirate
night I was thinking of the
next theme and aliens came to
mind. It has been an obsession
for a whole year looking for
alien things."
Decorations were plentiful, including a dozen or so of
inflatable aliens, laser lights,
strange glass sculptures and
sci-fi movie posters.

Carissa Johnson

I Cigar

Principal Cook Brian Arcand dressed as «Pope Brian I!' His «psychic" station said that students could
ask him any questions and he had all of the answers in the universe.

Today's forecast
54 °F

Nickel Brief:

Looks like a
day of
clouds ...

See how the Rhode Island
Board of Governors for Higher
Education meeting went in
tomorrow's issue of the Cigar.

Upon entering the dining
hall, aluminum foil and pipe
cleaners were near the
entrance so diners could make
"alien hats." Principal Cook
Brian Arcand dressed as Pope
Brian I the "Univerisal Pope"
and had a "psychic" station set
up next to the entree line.
Students could ask Arcand
any question for he knew "all
the answers in the universe."
Alien poppers were also
passed out to each table,
adding more fun to the meal.
The menu featured
ordinary food items with not
so ordinary names including
"Alien Fingers with Galactic
Goo" (chicken fingers and barbecue sauce), "Space Balls
with Plutonium Tubes" (meatballs and penne), "District 9
Continued on page 3

Remember the way MTV
used to be.
See page 5.
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CAMPUS.
Student directory poses privacy problems, students speak out
BY NANCY L. GILLESPIE

Contributing News Reporter

About a month ago, senior
Julie Dawson received an email
from her father through her
University of Rhode Island
email address. Not an unusual
occurrence for most students,
but Dawson was in shock.
Dawsonhad a restraining
order against her father for quite
some time, and though it had
expired, she thought he had no
way to contact her. She was
wrong.
Like every other student at
URI, Dawson's information was
automatically transferred to the
URI online directory after she
signed up on the e-campus system as a freshman.
This means her home
address, home phone number,
cell phone number and email
address are available to any person at any time, including her
father.
URI has permission to do
this thanks to the Family

Educational Rights and Privacy
Act (FERPA), a law passed in the
1970s that allows colleges and
universities to publish students'
personal information in directories without their written consent. Like most URI students,
however, Dawson had no idea
this information was available,
or how to take it off.
"I haven't had contact with
my father in years," Dawson
said. "I don't want anything to
do with him, and I was so
shocked and upset when he
emailed me."
Many
other
students
echoed Dawson's surprise.
"What the hell?" business
major Chris Carchia said when
he heard his personal information was available through the
directory. He added that none of
his friends probably knew there
information was public, either.
"I am really uncomfortable
with that, especially the home
phone number part," biology
major Olivia Barsoian said.
Seniors
Matthew

Tannozzini and Andrew Riotte
had heard their information was
available and wanted to take it
down, but had never realized it
was possible to opt out.
Associate Director in Media
and Technology Services Mary
Fetherston said, "All students
were presented with information about their directory
entries, as well as opting out, at
freshman orientation."
"It's really important for the
students to be · cognizant of
where their information is and
how to take care of it,"
Fetherston said. "If your information is important to you,
learn how to safeguard it."
At
the
same
time,
Fetherston acknowledged that
many students are bombarded
with information during freshman orientation, and may not
remember learning about the
URI directory.
"Also, perhaps because it's
on the web instead of being
delivered directly to the dorms
in print form, it may be less

NYC Halloween parade brings
spooky costumes to the streets
The streets crawled with
spooky sights, from floating eyeballs and skeletons to Occupy
Wall Street protesters dressed as
budget axes, for the annual
Halloween parade Monday.
As in years past, current
events made their presence felt,
as a contingent of about 200 antiWall Street demonstrators joined
the
39th annual Village
Halloween Parade wearing costumes that reflected their protest
against economic inequality.
Zombies and pink slips were
some of their other themes. They
carried signs that said "stop the
vampire economy" and "foreclosure is scary."
"It's an opportunity for us to
show that we're not so bad," said
Kristin Fialko, who was marching with an Occupy Wall Street
group dressed as everyday
working-class heroes speaking
out against greed and avarice.
Fialko said the parade was a
good way for the protesters to
counter negative media images
of them.

"Part of social change is
going to where the people are at,"
added Occupy Wall Street protester Mike Sapo, a carpenter
from Baltimore.
The parade's artistic and producing director, Jeanne Fleming,
said the event "is really a reflection, a microcosm, of what's
going on in the world or in the
city."
"Whatever's up is in the
parade," she said.
Anyone can be a marcher in
the parade as long as he or she is
in costume. The parade goes
along Sixth Avenue in lower
Manhattan.
The lively audience, which
included families and pets,
dressed in a multitude of costumes, too. Stilt walkers, jugglers
and musicians entertained the
crowd.
George
Dunlein,
of
Baltimore, watched the parade
with his longtime companion
while encamped in folding
chairs.
"There's a lot of individual

creativity," Dunlein said. "It's
very nice. I like the costumes, the
energy of the people, good
music."
Besides the usual multitude
of blood-soaked zombies, witches and ghouls, there were people
dressed as late King of Pop
Michael Jackson and as characters from films such as "Star
Wars" and "The Wizard of Oz."
Broadway musical characters
also made a showing, along with
patriotic-themed outfits.
Fleming said this year's
parade theme ·is "I of the
Beholder," a reference to the reality that people are quick to document everything they see on their
smartphones and other devices.
"We noticed we weren't getting the applause we used to
get," she said, worried that the
caliber of the parade had
declined, "but we realized that
everybody was using a phone" to
take pictures of the marchers
going by.

noticeable
students,"
to
Fetherston said.
Fetherston reiterated many
students' desire to have the university advertise the policy better, and said she was open to
additional strategies on giving
the information.
"I don't want to put out
more information on the matter
and not be listened to,"
Fethersten said. "But at the
same time, if you reach 30 more
people than you would have
otherwise, at least that's something."
Dawson said she thinks the
university should consider
going beyond advertising the
policy more to changing it altogether.
"Students be able to opt in
to having their information on
the directory instead of automatically being in it and having
to opt out," she said. "It would
protect students' privacy a lot
more."
The
Vice-Provost
of
Enrollment Services, Dean

Libutti, is in charge of changing
the policy, in conjunction with
Enrollment
Services
and
University Computing Systems.
The current policy has been in
place so long, however, that it is
unclear who actually instituted
the policy.
"While I can't say exactly
why it was instituted, I can say
that most other public colleges
and universities do it the same
way," the registrar in the Office
of Enrollment Services Jack
Humphrey said.
"Look at
UMass, for example; they have a
very similar policy to ours."
After learning about the
ready availability of her personal information through the
directory, Dawson immediately
followed the procedure to take it
off the directory.
Carchia and Barsoin said
they would be doing the same.
The instructions on how to
opt out of the directory are
available through the help desk
Wiki page under "FERPA."

ON INDIVIDUAL RIGHTS:
"'No man can have a right to impose an unchos.en
obligation, an unrewarded duty or an involuntary
servitude on another man. There can be no such
thing as 'the right to enslave."'
AYN RAND author of Atlas Shrugged and The Fountainhead
For more information contact the Ayn Rand Institute at:
www.AynRand.org
#inri3

SENIOR
PORTRAITS
Monday, October 31st- Friday, November 4th
Memorial Union Gallery
Book Your appointment today:
www.photoappointment.com • Password: URI
**$35 sitting fee with free yearbook**
Questions? Feel free to contact us at: uriyearbook@gmail.com

Don't miss this year's show!

This
•
1s
your newspaper.
Support your c
pus news source by
reading

and

·ting.

cigar@ etal.uri.edu
ramc1gar.com
Memorial Union Room 125

~uvember- Jrd

Edwards Auditorium
Show starts at 6:30pm
Doors open at 6:15

$5 per person
For more information, contact
The Matty Fund
mattyfund@cox.net or (401)789-7330
Presented by URI The Feinstein Center for Service
Learning and the URI College of Business 101 saa:Sio
All proceeds benefit The Matty Fund's
Epilepsy Resource Center for children
families
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CONTINUED
Butterfield
From page l
Invaders (shrimp), and "Fresh
Plant Organism" (mixed roasted vegetables). LeporacciMarino said
"We wanted [to do] something
easy
and
fun,"
Leporacci-Marino said. "Last
year [the menu] was very
labor intensive so this year we
decided to do finger foods."
As for the dessert, a giant
UFO cake featuring alien cupcakes on top was created by
Dining
Services
Baking
Supervisor Lee-Ann Lambert
for the event. Lambert also
made hundreds of whoopie
pies for the evening.
Those who dressed up
were in for a treat because a
$10 Ram Account gift certificate was given to everyone
who was in costume, as well
as being entered into a raffle
for prizes such as, iTunes gift

cards, "The lunch ladies from
Planet Butterfield" T-shirts
and a $40 gift certificate to
Target.
Junior Rachel Starr went
to the dining hall in a cow suit.
Starr especially came for the
themed night saying she
thought the theme was "hilarious and awesome." She joked
as a student dressed as a hotdog walked by saying it could
be her brother. Freshman
Sarah Brousseau commented
on the menu saying that they
need to have more vegetarian
options available.
Freshman Casey Curtin
came to the _themed night in a
blue wig. When asked about
the dinner she said, "I was
very excited about tonight. I
love it when they have the
themed nights."
Curtin also enjoyed the
menu and said "I love chicken
fingers and was glad to see
they had them."

Ciancola
From page l
who never stopped smiling,"
senior shortstop Mike Le Bel
said. "He made the most of
everyday he had with us.
Real hard worker and a great
friend. Best teammate anyone
could ask for."
"My
thoughts
and
prayers go out to the
Ciancola family," senior utility player Greg Annarummo
said on the rememberance
page on gorhody.com. "Love
you JoJo. Our angel forever.
Watch over us."
Services will be held
Friday from 4-8 p.m. at the
Cody-White Funeral Home in
Milford, Conn.
Ciancola is survived by
his parents and his older sister Lindsay.

• Nominations Wednesday October 26th &
November 2nd
• Elections November 2nd Student Senate Chambers
Room 300 in the Memorial Union at 6:00pm

SEATS OPEN:
1 COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING PRESENTATIVE
1 UNIVERSITY COLLEGE REPRESENTATIVE
1 ON CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE
5 OFF CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVES

For more information, please come to the Student Senate
Office, Room 201 in the Memorial Union

Prominent physicist, skeptic
believes in global warming
A prominent physicist and
skeptic of global warming
spent two years trying to find
out if mainstream climate scientists were wrong. In the end,
he determined they were right:
Temperatures really are rising
rapidly.
The study of the world's
surface
temperatures
by
Richard Muller was partially
bankrolled by a foundation
connected to global warming
deniers. He pursued long-held
skeptic theories in analyzing
the data. He was spurred to
action
because
of
"Climategate," a British scandal
involving hacked emails of scientists.
Yet he found that the land
is 1.6 degrees warmer than in
the 1950s. Those numbers from
Muller, who works at the
University
of
California,
Berkeley
and
Lawrence
Berkeley National Lab, match
those by the National Oceanic
and
Atmospheric
Administration and NASA.
He said he went even further back, studying readings
from Benjamin Franklin and
Thomas Jefferson. His ultimate
finding of a warming world, to
be presented at a conference
Monday, is no different from
what mainstream climate scientists have been saying for
decades.
What's different, and why
everyone from opinion columnists to "The Daily Show" is
paying attention is who is
behind the study.
One-quarter of the $600,000
to do the research came from
the Charles Koch Foundation,
whose founder is a major £under of skeptic groups and the
tea party. The Koch brothers,
Charles and David, run a large
privately
held
company
involved in oil and other industries, producing sizable greenhouse gas emissions.
Muller's research team
carefully examined two chief
criticisms by skeptics. One is
that weather stations are unreliable; the other is that cities,
which create heat islands, were
skewing the
temperature
analysis.
"The skeptics raised valid
points and everybody should
have been a skeptic two years
ago," Muller said in a telephone
interview. "And now we have
confidence that the temperature rise that had previously
been reported had been done
without bias."
Muller said that he came
into the study "with a proper
skepticism," something scientists "should always have. I was
somewhat bothered by the fact
that there was not enough
skepticism" before.
There is no reason now to
be a skeptic about steadily
increasing
temperatures,

Muller wrote recently in The
Wall Street Journal's editorial
pages, a place friendly to skeptics. Muller did not address in
his research the cause of global
warming. The overwhelming
majority of climate scientists
say it's man-made from the
burning of fossil fuels such as
coal and oil. Nor did his study
look at ocean warming, future
warming and how much of a
threat to mankind climate
change might be.
Still, Muller said it makes
sense to reduce the carbon
dioxide created by fossil fuels.
"Greenhouse gases could
have a disastrous impact on the
world," he said. Still, he contends that threat is not as
proven as the Nobel Prize-winning Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change says it is.
On Monday, Muller was
taking his results - four separate papers that are not yet
published or peer-reviewed,
but will be, he says - to a conference in Santa Fe, N.M.,
expected to include many
prominent skeptics as well as
mainstream scientists.
"Of course he'll be welcome," said Petr Chylek of Los
Alamos National Lab, a noted
skeptic and the conference
organizer. "The purpose of our
conference is to bring people
with different views on climate
together, so they can talk and
clarify things."
Shawn Lawrence Otto,
author of the book "Fool Me
Twice" that criticizes science
skeptics, said Muller should
expect to be harshly treated by
global warming deniers. "Now
he's considered a traitor. For
the skeptic community, this
isn't about data or fact. It's
about team sports. He's been
traded to the Indians. He's
playing for the wrong team
now."
And that started on
Sunday, when a British newspaper said one of Muller's coauthors, Georgia Tech climate
scientist Judith Curry, accused
Muller of another Climategatelike scandal and trying to "hide
the decline" of recent global
temperatures.
The Associated Press contacted Curry on Sunday afternoon and she said in an email
that Muller and colleagues "are
not hiding any data or otherwise engaging in any scientifically questionable practice."
The Muller "results unambiguously show an increase in
surface temperature since
1960," Curry wrote Sunday. She
said she disagreed with
Muller's public relations efforts
and some public comments
from Muller about there no
longer being a need for skepticism.
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EDITORIAL & OPINION
Another view of student directory policy
There's no place like home
The University of Rhode Island has found ways to make
students feel at home whether they are 20 miles away or
thousands of miles away.
This was apparent at last night's Halloween style dinner,
which took place in Butterfield Dining hall. Dining Services
finds ways for students to enjoy every holiday, and also make
every holiday feel like home (even Halloween). Students and
some Dining Services faculty dressed in costumes to eat dinner with a "Halloween twist."
Dining Services also creates festive menus for students
when finals begin and before winter break. From freshly
carved prime rib to chocolate fountains and cheese platters,
URI Dining Services always finds new ways to get students
excited about the holidays. Students can feel at home without
actually being home.
Dining Services aren't the only ones making students feel
at home. The university's Student Alumni Association also
offers a chance for families to send "survival kits" to URI students when finals come around. Students get an email a week
or two prior to finals, which tells them to pick up their finals
week "survival kits." The kits which are usually purchased
by parents through SAA, include items such as macaroni and
cheese,. pens, stress balls and T-shirts. These kits are a great
way to send students a piece of home.
The university even has ways to make international students feel comfortable in their new environment and also
enjoy holidays as well as American traditions while miles
away from home.
·
International students have the opportunity to be paired
up with host families, American families that provide comfort to students experiencing a whole new world. These families often invite the students over for coffee, dinner or to go
out somewhere for fun. This is a great way for international
students to feel welcomed into the American culture and URI
community.
Moving miles away from family and friends to study can
be a difficult transformation. With the host family program,
students can transition easier and have a sense of home.

BY NANCY L. GILLESPIE
Cigar Columnist

In writing my article on
the University of Rhode
Island directory and (Family
Educational
Rights
and
Privacy Act) rights this past
week, I followed an impossibly long trail of red tape on
my quest for what seemed
like the essential question of
the story: why would URI
choose to publish students
personal information in the
directory
automatically,
instead of having them "opt
in" to it? And why not advertise it more so that students
actually know it's happening?
As I speed-walked my
way from the Robert L.
Carothers Memorial Library
to Green Hall to Computing
Services and back to the
Office of Student Affairs during the last Thursday's cold
and miserable weather, I was
so eager to find the answers
to these questions. Being sent
from one office to the next
was just part of the game, a
series of steps I had to go
through that would be worthwhile o'nce I found the answer
to my ultimate question.

What unfortunately didn't dawn on me until my second-to-last stop was that I
might not actually get an
answer to the question I was
asking. As I was told by university officials numerous
times, the bursar who may
have implemented the policy
passed away last year.
I was also told the ViceProvost might know, but after
leaving several messages on
his voicemail, I was told by
his secretary he would not be
able to get back to me by my
deadline.
By the time I was contacted by the Vice-Provost's secretary, I was incredibly frustrated and even a little angry
at the administration. I had
heard student after student
ask why the policy automatically put their information in
instead of letting them sign
something allowing it to be
published. And while FERPA
gives the legal reason why the
university can do it, no one
had the answer to · why the
university actually did it.
I find it highly disturbing
that none of the departments
who are in charge of regulating the directory know why

the policy is the way it is.
Haven't other people come to
their offices with these same
questions? Why hasn't there
been more investigation into
the "why" of this policy,
when it seems to be such an
important issue on the campus?
To be fair, this policy was
undoubtedly made a long
tirye ago, and as indicated by
the death of the bursar, many
of the people who might actually know the "why" may no
longer work at this university.
Additionally, university officials probably do have a lot of
other, more pressing matters
on their hands than conducting an investigation into the
policy and its history.
Despite the time frame
and other .· obligations, it
seems like time has come for a
more thorough investigation
of the why question. So let's
go Nancy-Drew style and dig
the answer up.

. ··'·-
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BY SARAH MOSELY
Cigar Columnist

. In a recent survey, 43 percent of a group of University
of Rhode Island college freshmen claimed to work out
three to five days a week. Out
of the same group, 50 percent
said that they use the gym to
exercise. It may seem impossible to make your time at the
gym fun, but it's not. The key
to working out at the gym is
variation. Varying your workout can also be beneficial to
your health. If you don't
know how to do this, follow
these guidelines to making
the most of your gym time.
To start, there are two
types of exercise: aerobic and
anaerobic. Aerobic exercise,
also known as cardio, is any

exercise at a constant, moderate rate. According to the
American College of Sports,
either 30 minutes of moderate
cardio five times a week or 20
minutes of intense cardio
three times' a week is sufficient for overall health. But
doing the same cardio every
time you work out can eventually make you hit a plateau,
or when your body adapts to
your exercise routine over
time. There are different types
of cardio you can do simply at
the gym or outside which
include jumping rope, biking,
using the elliptical, going for
a brisk walk or going on a jog.
Cardio is beneficial because it
increases
endurance,
improves your immune system and helps you lose
weight by burning more calories than anaerobic exercise.
Along
with
cardio,

strength training (anaerobic)
is also important. Anaerobic
exercise increases strength,
tones muscles and improves
exercise capacity. If you
decide to follow the recommendations for 20 minutes of
intense cardio three times a
week, you can spice up your
exercise by filling in your off
days with strength training.
Strength training includes
using free weights or any
machine that requires a repetitive motion of a muscle.
Anaerobic can be paired
with aerobic exercise in a few
different ways. You can do
them in alternating days, in
the same work out or at two
different times of the day. It is
recommended to separate
them so you have enough
energy to perform at your
best for each type of exercise.

Check out This Week in Pictures
at ramcigar.com!
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& ENTERTAINMENT
MTV needs to get back to old programming

ARTS

BY SARAH-ROSE MARCUS
Contributing Entertainment Writer

OPEN EVERY DAY

Eat Fish!
Love Life!
I

I

With the return of "Beavis
and Butthead," it got me to
thinking how downhill MTY
has
gone.
Just
like
Nickelodeon, the new shows
just aren't the same quality.
Most people would agree
that MTV' s programs today
have almost nothing to do
with music whatsoever. After
all, when does "Music
Television" mean watching
"guidos" in fistfights or
teenage pregnant hicks?
The network should take
a cue from their "Beavis and
Butthead" revival and remake
the classics that made it popular. Here are some suggestions:
One of my favorite shows
of all time is "Daria." For
those of you who don't
remember, it is the awesome
cartoon featuring a high
school outcast who is pessimistic, cynical a11d hilarious. MTV could do an awesome remake of this, with the

THE

characters
and
themes
remammg the same, yet
updated to fit with our time
period.
For example, we could
make Daria an "Emo" -hipster
chick dressed in skinny jeans
and Converse sneakers, who
walks around with headphones. Her complaining
would be just as it was before,
but she could now do this on
her Livejournal and Myspace.
She could even post hilarious
rants in her monotone voice
on Youtube or Podcasts.
The show "Celebrity
Deathmatch" would also be
an amazing remake for
today's times. This comedy
was clay animated, and featured celebrities in a boxing
ring fighting each other until
death. Celebrities these days
consist mostly of idiots from
reality TV, so watching their
animated characters killing
one another could be very
appealing.
For example, we could
watch Jersey Shore's "The
Situation" have a battle with

"J-Wow." (As it is a cartoon, it
is ok for boys to fight girls).
People could place bets on
who dies, and even if you lose
you still get to see somebody
annoying get the crap kicked
out of them.
MTV is supposed to feature music, so they should
bring back shows pertaining
to this. One of the programs
most amazing shows was
"Say What? Karaoke," in
which contestants had to perform random songs in front of
a group of celebrity judges.
With some of the unique popular singers today, it would be
pretty funny to hear someone
try to imitate Lil Wayne or
Ke$ha.
Nowadays the only time
people watch music videos is
at the gym. Music videos used
to be a phenomenon on MTv,
and much of it has to do with
"Total!Request Live."
Every day at 4p.m., people would gather together to
watch the top-10 countdown
of their favorite music videos.
It gave artists a reason to

work hard on their videos
because they were in competition. Plus, we all know that
Carson Daly should go back
to where he belongs, with 30
extra pounds and black nail
polish.
MTV could have a bigger
audience if it brought back
the classics the original generation grew up with. The program could also help the
music industry gain back
some of lost money. MTV
needs .to keep its dignity and
give us the old shows that are
witty and comedic, not the
newer ones that make us
dumber by the second.

BRYANT

GR·ADUATE PROGRAMS
The Bryant University Graduate School of Business prepares students for success in their
chosen professions. As a graduate, you will join an impressive alumni community that
includes industry leaders across the country and around the world.
THE BRYANT MBA ONE-YEAR PROGRAM

Full-time, day program for all majors

• No professional experience necessary
• Distinguish yourself in a competitive
job market
• Gain hands-on experience with the
Business Practicum

THE BRYANT MASTER OF PROFESSIONAL
AccouNTANCY (MPAc)

Full-time, day program for accounting majors

• Meets the 150 hour requirement for
CPA licensure
• Complete in Summer/Fall, Summer/Summer,
Fall/Spring or Spring/Summer
• Tax concentration available with
Summer/Fall or Summer/Summer plan

Rhody! Rhody!
Rhody!
Write! Write!
Write!

DECEMBER GRADUATES- NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR SPRING 2012
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ARTS . & ENTERTAINMENT
Mike

ludge~s

BY ALEX MCDEVITT
Contributing Entertainment Writer

When talking about some
of the best TV shows of the
last few years, it's important
to remember animated shows
like "South Park," "The
Simpsons" and of course,
"Beavis and Butthead."
In 1993, creator Mike
Judge graced us with the
show, which for four years

'Beavis and Butthead' makes return to ·MTV

made it apparent that even
animated shows, no matter
how perverted or sickening,
could be hilarious. After oneand-a-half decades in the
shadows,
"Beavis
and
Butthead" have returned.
To an extent, "Beavis and
Butthead" was perhaps the
first goofy, unethical and the
really stupid show that barely
had any structure, diagram or
plotline to follow from

.,Beavis and Butthead returns to MTV and brings back what MTV
used to be.

episode to episode. It was as
simple as two blundering
idiots on a couch watching TV
and thinking of scoring with
hot babes. That's the gist of
the show and for years it had
one of the biggest followings
on MTV and on television in
general.
Almost so many years out
of the limelight, MTV is starting to shine a light of hope on
modern television by bringing "Beavis and Butthead"
back to air. To most, this was
the sudden sign that maybe
MTV could act on what its
name used to mean - one of
this "Jersey Shore" crap or
"Teen Mom," whose cast
members strut around like
anyone really cares.
· And
after
such an
absence, the show's structure
has pretty much stayed the
same. Enter the fart jokes, discussions about music and television, getting laid, random
tidbits on the typical teenage
life and gripes about high
school's irrelevance and uselessness. For a program to
have all the pointless gags or
sketches that might lead to

YouTube launches broad entertainment
YouTube is making a bold
Participants
include
step into original programming Madonna, former NBA star
in an entertainment venture Shaquille O'Neal, comedian
with some 100 content creators, Amy Poehler, actor Ashton
from Madonna to The Wall Kutcher, "Office" star Rainn
Wilson, spiritual doctor Deepak
Street Journal.
The Coogle Inc.-owned Chopra and "Modem Family"
video site said Friday that it's actress Sofia Vergara. Most are
launching more than 100 new creating channels through their
video channels. The partners production
companies.
include an array of Hollywood Madonna is a partner with the
production companies, celebri- dance channel DanceOn, while
ties and new media groups that O'Neal plans the Comedy Shaq
will produce mainly niche-ori- Network.
ented videos.
Lionsgate is presenting a
YouTube is shelling out fitness channel, and other chan$100 million to producers, nels will be launched by news
according to people familiar satire the Onion, professional ·
with the matter, who spoke on wrestling's WWE, online magacondition of anonymity. The ,zine Slate and news service
money is an advance on adver- Thomson Reuters.
The channels will roll out
tising money the videos will
bring in, and Coogle will beginning this month, though
recoup its portion first before most will premiere next year.
splitting
the
proceeds. YouTube says the channels will
Advances are as high as $5 mil- add 25 hours of new original
lion per channel, said another content daily, with dozens of
person familiar with the Web series debuting at schedarrangement, also speaking on uled times.
Ultimately, You Tube is aimcondition of anonymity.
Neither person was author- ing to create a new digital video
. ized to comment publicly on platform that will rival television programming.
the matter.
Coogle declined to offer
In a blog posting Friday
financial details of the deals, night, YouTube said the chanbut said the majority of revenue nels are being developed
will go to partners.
"specifically for the digital age."

The video site compared the
expanded video offerings to the
advent of cable television.
YouTube has tried to build
a more advertiser-friendly
product of professional-quality
video, as opposed to simply
user-created
videos.
Advertisers generally prefer to
have their ads matched with
known quantities. YouTube has
also previously tried to urge
viewers to stay longer with TVlike ·services like the YouTube
Leanback, which continuously
plays a personalized selection
of videos.
Coogle is also looking to
add professionally produced
content to its huge roster of
user-generated videos, to give
users of its Coogle TV platform
something to watch.
Major Hollywood networks such as News Corp.'s
Fox and The Walt Disney Co.'s
ABC have blocked their content
from being shown on Coogle
TV because the sides have been
unable to come to a licensing
deal that the networks believes
pays them fairly. Networks also
don't want to jeopardize their
lucrative relationship with pay
TV distributors like Comcast
Corp. and DirecTV.

Have something to say?
Write to the Cigar today at
ciga;r@etal.url.e,d u
.

.

nothing, Mike Judge certainly
captured high school as one
word: nightmarish.
Putting it short and sweet:
"Beavis and Butthead" is back
and perhaps better than ever.
I couldn't stop laughing in the
final minutes of the episode,
just because of how much it
reminded me of the good old
days of what comedy should
be. Sure, you could argue that
"Beavis and Butthead" isn't
what we want to remember to
be classic television, but
because of its huge cult following, the show's return
makes me think it should
have never left in the first
place.
Putting my fan-boy status
aside, I can see why "Beavis
and Butthead" can be pointless. We follow these two
idiots who can't speak proper
English and try to get girls

who are far out of their
league. They don't contribute
anything to society and may
have a combined IQ of a toddler. But that's what makes
Beavis and Butthead some of
the most iconic animated
characters in TV history.

Go Rhody!

November 1st, 2nd, 4th
@URI QUAD
tt:ooam - 3:oopm

Sponsored by
URI Student Senate,
The Mews Tavern & Midas

• Earn $100
• Enjoy 2 Free Lunches
• Learn eating techniques to help you
with weight management
• Receive free diet and weight
management counseling and materials

fl.~
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· • Are a non-smoking female
• Are between 18-38 years old
• Have a BMI between 27-.37 kg/m 2

tar a nutrition research
tle IJB# Nutrition &
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living
Narragansett Pier, 4 bedrooms, 2 bath,
fully furnished, parking, central air, 2
zone oil heat. washer/dryer, bus line
1,600/month. 401-946-4944, 401-6630800 (cell), 401-451-8281 (cell)
Oct-May
2012
Scarborough,
Narragansett 2/3 bedroom furnished
cottage, ocean view. Includes gas heat
"no pets" 401-783-1165 $995/mo
Six bedrooms available Spring
Semester 2012 & Academic Year
2012-2013 in Eastwood & Briggs
Farm www.homeaway.com/vacationrental/p374265
www. homeaway. com/vacationrental/p303174
www.vrbo.com/167707 Call
Eastward Look for Rent. Five large
bedrooms, walk-in closets. "No
Block"
parking,
corner
of
Charlestown Exeter. King/Queen
Beds. Call 401-465-1372
Narragansett Pier, 6 bedroom home,
washer, dryer, large deck, parking,
minutes to URI, walk to beach available. Sept. 2012 to May 2013. 413525-1228 or 401-578-3571

Contact the
Cigar
Memorial Union
Room 125

Editor-in -Chief
Hillary Brady
874-4325
cigar@etal. uri.ed u

Sports Editor
Trevor Dorchies
87 4-5853
rhodysports@gmail.com

•7 billionth• babies celebrated Violence more common
At a crowded public hospital, Seun Dupe's twin boys
squirm underneath a bundledup mosquito net as they share
the same bassinet. Already they
are part of the swelling tide of
. history, as the U.N. marked the
world population reaching 7
billion amid fears of how the
planet will cope.
That strain is already
apparent at Lagos Island
Maternity Hospital, where the
droning roar of a generator
could be heard throughout one
hot ward as it powered the
slowly rotating ceiling fans and
incubators. While Nigeria is
oil-rich, its power grid doesn't
produce
anywhere
near
enough electricity for its more
than 160 million people.
Dupe, a 32-year-old hairdresser, remains an optimist
even as experts warn of the
staggering burden facing
Africa's most populous nation
and other developing countries. Officials say Nigeria's
megacity of Lagos is expected
to surpass Cairo as the continent's most populous.
"Where there is life, there is
hope," says Dupe, who has yet
to decide on her boys' names.
"So I know Nigeria will be a
great nation."
Amid the millions of births
and deaths around the world
- -·ea-ch day~ it is impossible to pinpoint the arrival of the globe's 7
billionth occupant. But the
U.N. chose Monday to mark
the day with a string of festivities worldwide, and a series of
symbolic 7 billionth babies
being born.
In South Africa, Nozipho
Goqo, an unemployed 19-yearold from Johannesburg, gave
birth to a boy Monday. She
gave him a Zulu name Gwakwanele - that means
"enough."
A nurse at Charlotte
Maxeke, a sprawling teaching
hospital, teased Goqo that she
was too young to know
whether Gwakwanele would
be her last. Goqo smiled, and
said she was sure.
Across the maternity ward,

Dora Monnagaratoe cuddled
her newborn son in a bed. The
40-year-old maid named her
fourth baby Tebogo, or "we are
thankful" in the Sotho language.
Demographers say it took
until 1804 for the world to
reach its first billion people,
and a century more until it hit 2
billion in 1927. The twentieth
century, though, saw things
begin to cascade: 3 billion in
1959; 4 billion in 1974; 5 billion
in 1987; 6 billion in 1998.
The U.N. estimates the
world's population will reach 8
billion by 2025 and 10 billion by
2083. But the numbers could
vary widely, depending on
everything from life expectancy
to access to birth control to
infant mortality rates.
In Uttar Pradesh, India the most populous state in the
world's second-most populous
country - officials said they
would appoint seven girls born
Monday to symbolize the 7 billion.
India, which struggles with
a deeply held preference for
sons and a skewed sex ratio
because of millions of aborted
female fetuses, is using the day
to highlight that issue.
"It would be a fitting
moment if the 7 billionth baby
is a girl born in rural India,"
said Dr. Madhu Gupta, an
Uttar Pradesh gynecologist. "It
would help in bringing the
global focus back on girls, who
are subject to inequality and
bias."
According to U.S. government estimates, India has 893
girls for every 1,000 boys at
birth, compared with 955 girls
per 1,000 boys in the United
States.
On Monday, the chosen
Indian babies were being born
at
the
government-run
Community Health Center in
the town of Mall, on the outskirts of the Uttar Pradesh capital of Lucknow.
Six babies were born from
midnight to 8 a.m. Monday.
Four were boys.

among kids of veterans
A new study suggests that
when parents are deployed in
the military, their children are
more than twice as likely to
carry a weapon, join a gang or
be involved in fights.
And that includes the
daughters.
"This study raises serious
concerns about an under-recognized consequence of war,"
said Sarah Reed, who led the
research of military families in
Washington state.
Last year, nearly 2 million
U.S. children had at least one
parent serving in the military.
Deployment can hurt a family
in a variety of ways. There's
stress while that parent is
overseas and in danger, as the
remaining parent has to shoulder all responsibilities and
family roles shift. There can
also be challenges after
deployed parents' return,
especially if they were physically or psychologically damaged.
The effect of military
deployment on kids is an
emerging field of research. The
new study is considered the
first of its kind to focus on
those affected by deployments
to Afghanistan and Iraq. It's
unique in that it looked at a
statewide swath of the population in comparing the behavior
of kids in military families to
children in non-military families.
The study, to be presented
Monday at a public health conference in Washington, D.C.,
was based on a 2008 questionnaire survey of about 10,000
students in the 8th, lOth and
12th grades in Washington.
That state has the sixth largest
active duty population in the
country.
About 550 of surveyed
children said they had a parent
deployed to a combat zone in
the previous six years.
The study tried to account
for potential differences in

educational background and
other issues between military
families and the general population that might skew the
results.
Even after taking steps to
account for such differences,
the researchers found that high
school-age
daughters
of
deployed parents were nearly
three times more likely than
civilian girls to be in a gang or
get into a fight. They were
more than twice as likely to
carry a weapon to school.
There were similar increases
among boys of deployed families when compared to civilians.
To be sure, such behavior
in boys is more common - the
rate of boys from deployed
families involved in such violent behaviors was twice as
high as for girls in deployed
families. For example, 14 percent of girls from these military families said they had
been in fights, compared to 28
percent of boys.
Nevertheless, experts say
the findings contradict the traditional view that girls under
stress exhibit "internalizing"
behaviors, like becoming
depressed or thinking about
suicide, while boys are the
ones
who
"externalize"
through violent behavior
The new research may be
something of a wake-up call
for health professionals who
deal with military families,
one expert suggested.
"Maybe if we make
assumptions about children,
we may overlook other ways
they may be suffering," said
Dr. Gregory Gorman, an assistant professor of pediatrics at
the
Uniformed
Services
University of the Health
Sciences in Bethesda, Md.
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Rhody

SPORTS
Volleyball falls in both weekend games URI football loses another
BY JOE HOLLENBECK

Sports Staff Reporter

·_ ,

The University of Rhode
Island women's volleyball
team was unable to win a set
against
both
Duquesne
University
and
Xavier
University on the road this
weekend. This comes one
week after the team pulled an
upset victory against Xavier
at home.
The Rams have struggled
putting
winning
streaks
together this season and were
unable to build off of the victory against Xavier last weekend.
The first match of the
weekend
pitted
Rhody
against the Duquesne Dukes.
The Rams swept the Dukes at
home earlier in the season,
but were outplayed in
Pittsburgh the second time
around.
Duquesne controlled the
game with clean play and
strong defense. The Dukes
had 41 kills with 15 attack
errors and only allowed 29
kills by the Rams.
.
The Rams did not play as
clean. The team committed 26
errors and only made 29 kills.
"It has been plaguing us
all season," head coach Bob

Schneck said. "Until we stop
shooting ourselves in the foot
we're not going to be able to
move up in this conference."
The Rams have been dealing with sloppy play throughout the entire season. The bad
play cost the Rams two
matches they were favored to
win earlier this season.
"We have all of this talent," Schneck continued.
"When we don't beat ourselves we are able to beat the
top schools like we did Xavier
last week."
Sophomore
Britta
Baarstad led the Rams with
nine kills and six digs in the
match. i
After the loss, the Rams
prepared to face Xavier for
the second time in eight days.
The result was much different
from the first match, when the .
Rams managed to defeat the
Musketeers.
The Musketeers defeated
Rhody in straight sets, backed
by an impressive second set
run where Xavier won 13 of
16 straight points. The run
prevented any chance of a
comeback by the Rams, and
Xavier took the third set soon
after.
Despite the loss, the Rams

received good play from senior setter Candice Kolkka
who recorded 23 assists with
12 digs and Baarstad, who led
the team with eight kills.
"We were overconfident
heading into that inatch,"
Schneck said. "I think we felt
that we could just go out
there and perform the way we
did the week before but
Xavier is a great team and
they were prepared for us this
time."
The two losses put the
Rams in a tie for sixth place in
the Atlantic-10 Conference.
They are tied with the
University of North Carolina
at Charlotte and will face
them one more time before
the season is over.
The top-six teams make
the
Atlantic-10
Championships and with four
games left to go, the Rams
will likely need to win out in
order to make the A-lOs for
the first time in a while.
The Rams will host its
next match this Friday against
last-place La Salle University.
The match is set to start at 7
p.m.

Men's hockey drops three games
BY SHAWN SAIYA

Sports Editor

The
No.
10-ranked
University of Rhode Island
men's ice hockey team dropped
three games during the weekend and has lost five straight
overall. The Pennsylvania State
University handed Rhody losses
on Friday and Saturday and the
University of New England
bested the Rams on Sunday.
"We were out-muscled, outworked, we were 'out-everythinged' this weekend," head
coach Joe Augustine said.
"Some of it's positioning, but
most of it's being out-worked."
No. 1-ranked Penn State
manhandled the Rams in
Friday's game, dominating
puck possession andputting up
57 shots on goal in the 6-2 win.
Freshman
Andrew
Sherman was overworked in the
contest and was forced to make
51 saves in net and picked up
his fourth loss of the season.
The Rams remained close in
the game during the first period.
Penn State dominated puck possession, but the score was tied at
1-1 after 20 minutes of play.
Junior right wing David
Macalino scored the goal for the
Rams when he deflected a point
shot from senior defenseman
Kyle Letourneau on the power
play.
"We had a great first period,
it's the best we've had all year,"

senior defenseman Dan Lassik Rams on the power play for the
said. "We've got to learn that it rem~der of the game, but the
takes three periods to win a team failed to maintain puck
hockey game. We've got to learn control and was not able to pull
that 20 minutes isn't enough its goalie either.
and we have to play all 60
Sherman stopped 26 of 30
hard."
shots in the 4-2 loss. The Rams
Penn State scored three faced
NCAA
Division-III
times in the second period to University of New England in
take a 4-1 lead.
an exhibition on Sunday and
Macalino scored his second were handed another crushing
goal of the ·game early in the loss.
third period to pull the Rams
The Rams trailed 7-0 in the
back within two. He picked up a third period before finally getloose puck and skated down ice ting on the board with a power
in a 2-on- 1 rush with junior left · play strike from senior defensewing Shawn Tingley, and scored man Jeff Lace.
his ninth goal of the season.
UNE added two more goals
Penn State added two more to make the contest 9-1.
goals to defeat the Rams 6-2.
"[With] every team you hit
Macalino shined again in a rough patch and unfortunateSaturday's contest, but despite ly for us we hit it early this
his efforts the Rams fell to Penn year," Lassik said. "We're going
State again 4-2. Penn State to come out of this and in the
scored the first two goals of the end be better for it. We've just
first period before Macalino got to concentrate on the little
scored with a minute and a half things. It all starts with winning
left.
loose puck battles and going
Penn State scored the only from there."
goal of the second period and
Next up for the Rams is a
added another a minute into trip to the University of West
the third to take a 4-1 lead.
Chester this Friday and
Macalino scored with 6:22 Saturday where the team looks
left in the game to pull the Rams to snap its current five-game
back to within two.
losing streak.
With four minutes remainAugustine said he couldn't
ing, Penn State sophomore remember a time the team lost
defenseman Nate Jensen was five in a row during his 22 years
assessed a five-minute major as head coach for the Rams.
penalty and a game misconduct
for hitting a Rams player from
behind. The penalty put the

tough game on the road
BY MIKE ABELSON

near misses, the Rams still played
a solid all-around game.
Sophomore quarterback Bob
It was the same story for the Bentsen went 20-31 for 240 yards
University of Rhode Island foot- and a touchdown. Senior quarball team Saturday at the terback Steve Probst, in his first
University of New Hampshire. game back from a concussion,
Despite a good performance, scored two touchdowns on the
they had a rotten result.
ground.
The Rams took it to the No.
Defensively, Shields and jun13-ranked Wildcats for much of ior Doug Johnson each had eight
the afternoon but came away on tackles and sophomore James
the wrong end of a 31-24 thriller Tunmins had two tackles for loss.
in Durham, N.H.
Down 21-6 just less than a
"To beat a good team at minute into the second half, the
home like that you've got to play Rams exploded. Probst scored
better and not shoot yourself in from 11 yards out. Johnson
the foot," Rhody head coach Joe returned an interception to the
Trainer said after the game. "We UNH one-yard line and Probst
played extremely hard, but we punched it in three plays later.
didn't make critical plays when Bentsen found senior Anthony
we had to and they did."
Baskerville for the two-point conThe Rams led in time of pos- version and senior Louis
session, running 12 more plays Feinstein kicked a 43-yard field
than UNH and did not lose the goal. All of this occurred over a
turnover battle. However, it was span of 4:18 and turned a 15still mistakes and near misses point deficit into a three-point
that doomed Rhody.
lead.
A fumbled snap at the UNH
''We knew it wasn't going to
two-yard line on the Rams' first ' be oiie of those 21-17 types of
drive took the wind out of the games," Trainer said. ''We knew
sails.
it was going to be a bit of a track
A near-interception by senior meet."
Evan Shields at the goal line
The loss drops the Rams to 2allowed a UNH drive to continue 6 and 1-4 . in ,Colonial Athletic
cmq, they woulq ~~entuaUy: Associati~~
score.
Up next for the Rams is a
"To come away with no date with the No. 19-ranked
points on the first drive really Tribe from the College of William
hurt us," Trainer said. "And they
& Mary in the annual parents
go right down the field, 97 yards, Weekend game. Kickoff is set for
and score."
lp.m.
Even with the miscues and
Sports Staff Reporter

play.

NFL record number of 20point comebacks already
No lead is safe in the NFL
this year, especially if a bad
team is holding it against a
good team. Sunday's rally by
the Ravens (the good team) to
beat the Cardinals (the bad
team) is proof.
It also was the fifth time
this season someone has come
back from 20 or more points
down to win. That's already a
league record with nine weeks
remaining on the schedule.
The Ravens were well
aware that big comebacks
have been almost routine in
2011, so even while trailing
24-3 they never lost faith .
Nor should they have
considering the Cardinals
have one of the worst pass
defenses in football and are
one of the leaders in turning
over the ball.
"You're going to keep
fighting,"
coach
John
Harbaugh said of the Ravens'
attitude at h alftime. "If you
watch around this league, you
can come back and win."
Just as the Lions did
against the Cowboys and the

49ers did at Philadelphia on
Oct. 2. Detroit trailed by 24
points in the third quarter and
San Francisco was behind by
26 in the second half against
the Eagles.
And just as the Bills
stormed back from 21-0
behind at home to beat New
England the previous Sunday,
the same day the Lions staged
their first humongous rally,
overcoming a 20-0 halftime
hole at Minnesota.
In nearly every case, the
team overcoming the lead was
playing an opponent with a
weak or struggling defense.
Plus, the rallying side was
comfortable with a no-huddle
offense.
That
was
especially
noticeable in Baltimore on
Sunday.
"I had seen a couple of
teams come back from pretty
big deficits this year, and it
was our day to do that," quarterback Joe Fiacco said.

